
The main design concept of the BOLD collection is to 

merge lightness and solidity at the same time.

A light and dynamic surface that gently folds into an 

elegant and sculptural volume, creating a sensation of 

protection and comfort.

Contrast is at the heart of the collection, outside and inside, 

solid and void, hard and soft, positive and negative, are 

merged together through a precious metal plate. 

This contrast is creating a unique collection with a strong 

personality and charisma, able to be perceived and inspire 

the final user.

Elegance, Reliability, Dynamism, Self Confidence, In a 

word...BOLD.
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Size：875x920x735mm

204621 

Single Sofa

Size：860x1580x735mm

204631

Double Sofa

Size：1200x650x365mm

204682

Coffee Table

Size：D1500x755mm

204671

Dining Table

Size：685x670x835mm

204611

Dining Chair

Size：D800x400mm

204681

Coffee Table

Outdoor Furniture Collection 

BOLD

204610 204620

204640204630

BOLD Combinations 
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NICOLAS THOMKINS
CHIEF DESIGNER

NICOLAS THOMKINS, born in Switzerland and based in

Germany, has a very large knowledge background and a strong

sense of humor. He joined in Higold design team in 2014 and

has completed several original designs. Among all, Airport

collection, both applicable in outdoor and indoor use, has been

regarded as the benchmark of new design trend in furniture

industry. The initial application of Corrugated Aluminum Sheets

upon furniture has attracted eyes and good compliments from

abroad and home. He focuses on product details and user

experience by applying ergonomics into product design. His

design advocates nature, fulfills positive spirit, and contains

his understanding to life and the pursuit to health. He dares to

break the rules and touch the soul. His works keep leading the

creative trend in the industry of outdoor furniture. The Yin Yang

chair from Nicolas, merging the Chinese and Western culture,

successfully attracted people's eyes and stood out among all

entries, and won the best of the best Red Dot Award, one of the

top design awards in the world.
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